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1. INTRODUCTION
What is a Village Design Statement?
This Village Design Statement describes Gamlingay as it is today and highlights the
qualities valued by its residents.
The Statement has been written by Gamlingay
residents so that local knowledge, views and ideas may contribute to the continued
prosperity of the village and to the high quality of its environment. The aim is to ensure
that further development and change, based on a considered understanding of the
village's past and present, will contribute positively to the future of Gamlingay and
protect and enhance its special nature.

Who is it for?
Change is brought about not only by large developments but also by the smaller day -today adjustments to homes and gardens, open spaces, paths and hedges, any of which
alter the look and feel of the whole village. The Statement is therefor e addressed to:
statutory bodies and public authorities
planners, developers, builders, architects, designers, engineers
local community groups
householders, businesses and farmers

How does the Design Statement work?
The Statement will be adopted by South Cambridgeshire District Council as
supplementary planning guidance and its recommendations will be taken into account
when planning applications are assessed. In this way it will support the local plan as it
affects Gamlingay and assist the work of the Parish Council.
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2. COMMUNITY
Gamlingay is a village of approximately 1500 dwellings with a population of more than
3,500. The village has been designated as a Limited Rural Growth Area. It lies
equidistant from Bedford and Cambridge. The village centre and the eastern end are
much as they were in the 17th century and contain many listed buildings including the
Parish Church dating from the early 13th century.
The village has spread to the north, south and west, with two industrial estates and large
housing estates which are typical of the 1960/70 period of construction when no attempt
was made to blend new developments with the character of the village.
There are two schools which cover a pupil age range of 5 to 13 years. The First School
educates children from 5 - 9 years old. The
children then move to Gamlingay Village College
until aged 13. They then go to Stratton School in
Biggleswade. The Village College includes a
Cambridgeshire County Library (Level 1). The
Village College is also a meeting place for many
clubs and societies.
There are four halls available for public
meetings; the Community Centre, which also has
a well appointed stage area; the W.I. Hall; the
Church Hall plus the Chapel School Room.
Around the Community Centre are football
pitches, a cricket pitch, tennis courts and a bowling green. The village also has other
dedicated buildings for various clubs and societies.
There are three warden-controlled communities, a block of flats and two bungalow
estates, each with a community room.
The village is well provided with its own Medical Centre, Pharmacy and Post Office.
There are three public houses and a range of shops which are grouped within about 15
minutes walk of each other. As the population of Gamlingay has grown and its amenities
are used by surrounding villages there are more cars. Congestion in the main street
has become a serious problem.
There are a few farming families still located in the village and a good local
representation of traditional crafts, e.g. building, carpentry, plumbing and light industry.
The sense of community in the village is very strong. This has given rise to many social
activities which maintain and strengthen this community feeling.
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COMMUNITY
Community guidelines
Further expansion of the village can have the effect of distancing the new
population from the core of the village, both geographically and socially. It is
vital that the sense of community is maintained and not lost as the village grows.
•
Local shops are important as a meeting place and have a powerful binding effect
on the community. This is in contrast to neighbouring villages where the loss of
shops has destroyed the village as an active community
•
It is important that village community facilities are retained and developed to
involve new residents, thereby increasing the vitality of the community. Additional
health, sporting and cultural facilities are required and informal meeting places for
different age groups
•
The demands of traffic movement within and through the village must not be
allowed to damage the vital village centre

Developers are encouraged to comply with current Government guidelines
reflecting local needs.
•
New developments should help enhance the social mix and not exclude 2nd, 3rd
or 4th generations who want to remain to live and work in the village
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3. COMMERCE
In the past Gamlingay had a predominantly agricultural and market gardening
employment base. This could not absorb the populati on growth the village has
experienced over the last few decades, and now a large proportion of the working
population commutes.
The local businesses provide employment for over 350 people. A number of small
businesses comprising a range of service providers operate from homes in Gamlingay.
The village supports a good mix of commercial properties which attract incoming
workers. There are shops, public houses and offices within the village whilst about
fourteen light industrial businesses ranging from building sub-contractors to high tech
manufacturing are spread over two industrial estates.

Commerce guidelines
It is important to retain and develop Gamlingay's character as a working village
offering a variety of employment.
An increase in the number and variety of shops and trades is to be welcomed.
•
The growth of small scale retail outlets should be encouraged and they should
blend in with the character of the existing properties. The space for new
commercial buildings within the village centre is very limited. Barns and yards
provide scope to locate new businesses within the village: planning polic ies should
encourage applications for their conversion to sympathetic business use
•
Residential buildings could provide small scale offices or retail outlets with
adjacent living quarters
•
Gamlingay is considered unsuitable for further large scale industrial development

Care must be taken to retain the character and proportions of the existing
properties when making any necessary conversions.
•
Any growth of industrial estates should consist of buildings designed to high
architectural standards and layouts with adequate parking facilities
•
Light industry should be welcomed on the outskirts of the v illage provided that
suitable landscaping (trees, shrubs, etc.) is included in the scheme to soften the
visual impact of industrial buildings. There is an excellent example of this in the
neighbouring village of Hatley St. George, where light industry a nd cottage crafts
are housed in existing, well designed, "Estate" style architecture, known as St.
George's Tower
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4. LANDSCAPE AND WILDLIFE
Landscape
The parish of Gamlingay is located mainly on an outcrop of the lower greensand.
There are occasional outcrops of gault clay. It is flanked on its northern, eastern and
south-eastern boundaries by a curved ridge of upper greensand and chalk fro m where
the village is clearly visible. There are very few areas of wetland or open water within
Gamlingay to support wildlife.
Within the parish there are two major blocks of ancient woodland - Gamlingay Wood
and another at Gamlingay Great Heath. There are smaller areas of woodland to the
south-west of Gamlingay Cinques and at Merton Grange. Gamlingay Wood and a
small area of heath at Gamlingay Cinques are Wildlife Trust Reserves. These areas of
woodland are very important wildlife habitats and their preservation must be a high
priority. The disused railway line between Cambridge and Sandy can still be traced as a
linear feature within the landscape.
Outside the built area the land is predominantly used for the production of arable crops.
There is a marked absence of fenced or hedged field boundaries. Those that do exist
consist mainly of hawthorn and tend to be adjacent to roads, footpaths and the built
area.
With the exception of some housing development that straggles along the
Cinques Road, the built area of the village is generally compact. There is a sharp
division between the built area and the open countryside.
Views from the chalk ridge, especially from the vicinity of Potton Wood, reveal the large
and somewhat treeless extent of recent developments, Chapel Field and the factory
estate on the site of the former railway station. However, the church of St. Mary the
Virgin is a prominent and attractive feature within this view.
Within the village there are few areas of open space other than the playing fields and
the Butts, the playing fields of the two schools and the churchyard and cemetery. Open
areas occur within some of the housing estates such as St. Mary's, Chapel Field and
Greenacres, Charnocks Close green, and Spittle Pit, between Cinques Road and
Waresley Road.

Wildlife
The intensive nature of local arable farming, lack of livestock, plus poor hedgerow
management, fails to encourage wildlife.
Gamlingay hosts many examples of native animal and bird wildlife species; it should be
noted that there has been a major decline in recent years in their populations.
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LANDSCAPE AND WILDLIFE
Landscape and Wildlife guidelines
There is an urgent need to maintain and enhance existing vistas and wildlife
populations. New development should give a high priority to landscape design
to protect and enhance the external views of the village. No new developments
should be permitted that might obstruct or detract from views of the church. New
developments should be masked by the planting of screening shrubs and trees species should be native to the area.
•

•

Priorities for attention include:
Planting and nurture of shelter and screening belts of native trees and
shrubs, especially oak and ash. These would:
−
help to soften the edge of the village and screen the view of
new housing developments, factory estates and other
developments
−
help the village blend with the surrounding countryside and
provide shelter from strong winds
−
act as 'green corridors' for wildlife as well as providing new
habitat
New woodland and wetland areas

Currently there is insufficient open space within the built area of the parish.
When opportunity occurs, e.g. with redevelopment of former industrial sites, new
open spaces should be created. Open spaces should be an integral part of all
new developments and should be landscaped with wildlife benefit in mind. Some
of the existing areas would benefit from better care and appropriate planting of
trees and shrubs.
•
All Areas of Best Landscape should be preserved from inappropriate building
development
•
Development on existing open spaces within the built up area should be avoided
•
Consideration should be given to enhancement of all existing open areas by
appropriate planting of shrubs and broadleaf trees and hedgerows
•
New areas of open space should be created within the village, accessed by
networks of pedestrian walkways and free from cars
•
The large gap between surrounding woodlands, (especially Gamlingay Wood) and
housing development, should be maintained at all costs to avoid disturbance to
existing wildlife flora and fauna
•
The broad roadside verges should be carefully managed and maintained as they
are a prominent landscape feature alongside the major a pproaches to the village
and of importance to wildlife

Developers and relevant agencies should ensure that any
new roads are designed in such a way as to preserve
Gamlingay's landscape and wildlife habitats for the
enjoyment of present and future generations.
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5. SETTLEMENT
Gamlingay lies 61m above sea level.
A small stream, the Millbridge Brook, drains from the east, turning south as it reaches
the outskirts of the village. The earliest evidences of settlements are near the stream
and the church, north east of Dutter End and south of Station Road, as exposed in the
Hertfordshire Archaeological Trust 1997 excavations.
The medieval village centred on the church, extending north easterly down Church End
and westerly along Church Street to the junction with a locally important north-south
route, now the B1040 and further west. This is the main alignment. The agricultural
nature of the early village can be seen in the long narrow plots (tofts) to the north of
Church Street.
During the next two centuries settlement was mostly round this nucleus - Gamlingay
retains evidence of a rich and successful pas t.
The construction of the railway (Cambridge - Bedford - Oxford) in 1862, which followed
the enclosure of the open fields in 1844, brought big changes, both social and
economic. The railway provided access to markets for agricultural (especially market
garden) produce and encouraged the development of other businesses, also the
building of more houses, several
chapels, the Church School and
the Village School.
The early 20th century continued
this development. The 2nd World
War saw development of industry
in Green End and gave rise to a
small industrial estate. A second
bigger industrial estate has
developed near the former railway
station.
In 1965 the Village
College was built and its playing
fields enclosed, followed by the
adjacent Community Centre and
playing fields. The Butts in Stocks
Lane developed as a recreation
ground at this time.
Medieval and 19th century settlement followed a linear pattern around Church Street
and Mill Street. Recent development involved unrelated infill between the six roads
converging in the village centre. One of the principle aims of the Village Design
Statement is to prevent this from happening in the future.
The end of the 20th century saw major housing development, largely on the outskirts of
the village, which was not well integrated with the village.
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SETTLEMENT
Settlement guidelines
Settlement patterns are a key to the distinctive nature of the village; developers
should recognise this and respect the characteristic layout.
•
New planning should create interesting neighbourhoods with a variety of houses;
detached, semi-detached and terraced for all social bands
•
Developers should ensure that the village infrastructure, such as, sew age and
water, schools and cemeteries, keeps in step with any growth of Gamlingay.
Where the infrastructure is proven to be inadequate, upgrading should be provided

Scheduled Ancient Monuments
Gamlingay has many well documented ancient monuments including:
Gamlingay Park which housed a mansion put up in 1712 - 13 by Sir George Downing
but was demolished in 1776. The complex layout of moats, lakes, gardens and a
serpentine path can still be seen from the air. The area is of special Historic Interest
This land is privately owned, used for farming and is not accessable to the public. The
folly (Grade II listed), sometimes called "Full Moon Gate", was built by Sir George
Downing in 1712 in red brick as two piers which flank a lunette. Only ruins remain.
There is also a moated site near Merton Manor Farm and another at Avenell’s Manor.
In 1997, Herts. Archaeological Trust carried out a dig on land adjacent to Station Road
Industrial Estate. A scatter of flint tools, dating from Mesolithic period 10,000 BC to later
Bronze Age, Saxon weaving tools and also metalwork slag, suggest a former Saxon
'industrial estate'. An early 7th century Saxon Christian burial ground was also
excavated. The very long period of human settlement in Gamlingay indicates that
additional sites are likely to be found.

Ancient Monument guidelines
Developers and landowners should be aware of the possible archaeological
importance of all sites and contact the County Council Archaeological Unit where
appropriate.
•
The preservation and protection of ancient monuments needs to be improved
•
Local access, site plaques, interpretation and educati on should be provided and
encouraged, subject to archaeological advice
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SETTLEMENT
Settlement and Open Spaces
Gamlingay is a rural village, a focus for settlement in open countryside. As such it has
few public open spaces within its perceived boundaries. There is no village green.
The Green Acres estate, planned in the 1960’s, was built round several green areas and
planted with trees which now, thirty years later give it a non-estate ambience. The new
Chapel Field development, late 1990’s, also has a central green area and a design ated
open space to the south. The First School playing fields and the Village College fields
offer locations for regulated community use. The playing fields by the Community
Centre are open to the public. There is a small nature reserve near the Cinques w ith
public access.

Access to the countryside
Two popular designated footpaths, Clopton Way and Greensand Ridge walk, start in
Gamlingay (see centrefold).

Footpaths
1
North of Church End
linking Long Lane and Grays Road
Long Lane to Waresley Wood
(permissive)
2
St Marys over an Area of Best
Landscape across Block Bridge to
Station Road
5
Clopton Way
8
Denis Green to Drove Road
9
Greensand Ridge

Open Space guidelines
•

•

In the absence of central open spaces developers should consider easy access to
the recreation areas, chiefly on the southern edge of the village and by the First
School, which do not involve the use of the overcrowded Church Street and Mill
Street
New developments and community initiative should add to the provision of open
space and give access to the countryside by creating and maintaining footpaths in
and around the village
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6. BUILDINGS
When Gamlingay is approached from the north and east it may be recognised from a
distance by the 13th century church and its spire on the edge of the village. Entering
from the south and west, late 20th century housing estates provide a different view.
Within the village a variety of building types mix together to form one of the features of
Gamlingay, a unity of hotchpotch townscape which dates from the 15th century, and
stretches in a triangle from Church Street down to Mill Street, Honey Hill and back up to
Church End. This is the core of the village. Most of the 70 plus (79 in May, 2001) listed
buildings are found in the central Conservation Area. Each generation has contributed
to Gamlingay's visual evolution and this evolution should and will con tinue. It is
important to retain the character and appearance of Gamlingay, especially since the
village has been subject to rapid growth over recent years. The pressure for further
development remains high.
The Great Fire of 1600 destroyed many early
buildings. Church Street was badly affected
by the blaze. A handful of l5th and 16th
century timber framed farm houses still
survive. Some 17th century timber framed
dwellings may be found within the 'core' area
but not many 18th century houses.

Locally distinctive buildings
and materials
The striking characteristic of Gamlingay is the
large number of 19th century houses which
have been built as infill amongst the older
properties. Many were built in Gamlingay
'yellows' and 'reds' bricks which came from
Gamlingay brickyards. The roofs were tiled
or slated with each house being slightly
different from its neighbour. Designs include undecorated, flat fronted, paire d or
terraced units of 3 or more houses. They act as 'small scale foils' against the church
and the timber framed houses. Later, 19th century villas were built with bay windows
and there are also a few Edwardian villas.
Certain buildings contribute to the village
character by their individuality.
The First
School, built in 1877, is an outstanding
Victorian building and acts as a landmark.
Another landmark is the listed terrace of
Almshouses in Church Street, built by Sir John
Jacob in 1665 in Flemish Bond. 'The Cross'
lost its landmark status following the demolition
of The Cross Farm, 17th century and the
nearby 18th century farmhouses which were
replaced by 1970's housing, flats and shops.
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BUILDINGS
Relationships
The core of Gamlingay has developed from a line of farmhouses with infill where
buildings have been placed close up to the pavement edge and face the street. This
lateral density gives a built-up character with a closed and varied frontage, sometimes
shielding medieval strips to the rear. The weathering of materials has had a unifying
effect.

Materials
Buildings in Gamlingay have been constructed
from a gradually evolving range of materials. The
earliest surviving dwellings are between 15th
century and 17th century, timber framed, using
local or shipped timber and thatched with reeds
from the fens or with straw. Walls were originally of
wattle and daub, often later cased with lath and
plaster or cement rendering, some cased or rebuilt
in 'yellows' or 'reds'. Colour washes on rendering
is a feature of Gamlingay and one which has been
a neglected area in recent developments
Roofs were repeatedly destroyed by fires so that thatch began to be replaced by clay
plain or peg tiles. During the 19th century pantiles were introduced for out-buildings and
less important roofs. Welsh slates were probably brought in during the 1850’s and they
have been used extensively throughout the village creating the pleasing patchwork or
textured colour we see in Gamlingay.
Starting in the 1950's standardised mass produced components such as bricks,
windows, door work and more recently plastic are being used.
A massive building programme of housing estates and bungalows commenced in the
1960’s. More recently designers of 'executive' s tyle houses of varied urban character
have made some attempt to copy Gamlingay's decorative 19th century brickwork.

Barns
Some old high pitched barns from the thatched era still retain their characteristic
structures even though they have lost their thatch and have been sympathetically
converted into dwellings. Many were constructed in locally curved elm and oak with
black pitch weatherboards. Many sadly have been lost due to demolition. Later
surrounding cottages and barns
were smaller, built in local brick
and roofed in clay pegtiles,
pantiles or slates.
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BUILDINGS
Building guidelines
It is important to ensure future development follows positive guidelines for high
quality contemporary architecture which is totally sympathetic to the core of
Gamlingay. Imaginative and original design can extend to renew the distinctive
character, qualities and traditions of the Gamlingay townscape. The tradition of
local buildings can and should be the stimulus to new architecture of originality
and imagination.
•

•
•
•
•

Buildings should be maintained using
original or sympathetic materials and details
following conservation criteria
•
Thatched roofs should be preserved or
reintroduced where possible
•
Well designed buildings should be
encouraged for appropriate infill plots
•
Replacement doors and windows should
be of original design, sizes and styles should
be of the correct proportions to the facade
•
Brickwork is important and should be
kept in its original, non painted state. It is
important that brickwork is not too fussy or over-decorative
Re-pointing should be in original mortar colours
Skilful use of space can help new developments be assimilated successfully
Existing building lines should not be altered without considering the overall spatial
effect
Boundaries, walls and hedges are an important design fe ature

Buildings in new developments both in estates and in groups should
acknowledge their Gamlingay context in line with current government guidelines
and avoid copycat or pattern book designs, as proposed in the Village Design
Statement .
•
Developments can maintain and strengthen visual cohesion of the village and also
help renew specific architectural traditions of Gamlingay. The Maltings and Clare
Court developments are good examples of sympathetic development
•
New buildings should reflect the sympathetic proportions and style of adjacent
properties
•
Designers should look at the best of existing vernacular buildings and design in
sympathy with them
•
Large urban hard surface areas should be avoided where possible
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BUILDINGS
•

Design, particularly on estates, should include mixed units and variations to avoid
monotonous repetitions of one house style. Single or terraced cottages should
feature in Gamlingay above 'executive' homes. Best designs in Gamlingay have
been shown to be in small numbers, such as 86 and 88 Church Street
Re-use or reconstruction of existing buildings can integrate well with the vil lage
character

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Architectural guidelines
High pitched roofs and long over-hang on eves
'Rubbed' brickwork over arches and windows
Recessed windows
Sash four paned windows
Terraced properties or maisonettes (affordable housing)
Purpose built flats within a large farm/country house style building
Garage door should be less prominent than the front door
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BUILDINGS
Building guidelines (continued)
Access for disabled
•
•

Wherever possible public buildings should be adapted to be user -friendly
New buildings must meet government regulations

Developers should provide perspective isometric drawings to show how
proposed new development will appear in relation to the overall surroundings.

Security
Whilst it is almost impossible to stop crime within a village it is possible to reduce and
even prevent it from happening through designing security into new development.
This aspect is a selling point for developers, reassuring for occupants and welcomed by
the village for the well-being and confidence of the community.

Security guidelines
•
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Security factors should be built into the layouts and foundations of new
development, with careful layouts of garages, driveways and housing, together
with robust, prickly plants and suitable fencing (low in the front high at the back)
and adequate vision with 'dusk to dawn ' cost effective lighting

7. HIGHWAYS
External structure
The B1040 is the only road of any capacity that serves the village. The traffic heading
south has to find its way through Potton and Biggleswade and even this is, therefore, a
restricted route. Apart from the B1040 all the roads out of the village are of small size
and face bottlenecks or a series of villages before a trunk road can be reached. These
restrictions mean that development within the village will lead to traffic problems both in
the village and elsewhere.

Internal structure
Within the village itself development forms a rough circle centred upon the convergence
of the north/south and east/west traffic. There are virtually no radial or tangential roads
within the village and this forces all traffic, including pedestrians, to use the four main
routes already carrying through traffic.
Because there are no tangential roads and very few footpaths separated from the main
roads, pedestrians have to use the paths as sociated with the main traffic through routes.
There is one pedestrian crossing point on Waresley Road for the First School, ‘ Lollipop’
controlled at school peak hours. Crossing the traffic stream through parked cars can be
very hazardous especially for school children.
Safer routes to school are being
encouraged by SCDC to be included in all future developments.
A traffic calming scheme was introduced along the B1040 in 1992, affecting Waresley
Road and Mill Street. This has altered the appearance of the north-south route through
the village but it has been successful in calming traffic, especially HGVs.
Any future development of the village will affect the volume of traffic at the cross roads.
The economy of the local shops and services relies to a significant extent on trade from
the surrounding villages. The road system also has to cope with the fact that the main
roads are lined with terraced housing and farms from previous centuries. Many of
these houses have no car parking facilities available to them so the main road system is
used, often on both sides, for residential parking.
The majority of those living in this village are dependent upon the motor car for their
everyday life. Nevertheless there is increasing concern over the number of cars and
their uses. If the village is to retain its identity unnecessary journeys, especi ally those
within the village, should be avoided and inappropriate speed must be curbed. It is
considered better to achieve these objectives by design than by enforcement.
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HIGHWAYS
Highways guidelines
Agents for developments need to consult with highways authorities at an early
stage.
•
•
•
•

It should be appreciated that internal development may have to be matched with
external road improvements
Additional footpaths and cycleways are needed and existing footpaths require
improvement
Footpaths are needed independent and separate from the main road system, to
relieve Church Street
More traffic calming measures are needed, especially in Green Acres estate,
Green End and Church End, using sympathetic materials and avoiding sound and
light pollution

Public transport services need to be improved and promoted.

Church of St Mary the Virgin, shown as in the mid 19th century
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8. STREET FURNITURE
As with other villages in Cambridgeshire, Gamlingay still retains some
decorative railings, gates, doorways and lamp-posts.
An early
medieval clunch stone wall continues to flank the church and red brick
walls built from local kilns still exist. The overall village impression is
that of a working village.
However, Gamlingay lacks a coherent design overview, with a wide
range of poorly designed fittings, such as lampposts, furniture and
utilities installed throughout the village and in various housing estates by
a variety of agencies.
Only one pre-war red ‘phone box remains (now
listed Grade II).
Fortunately Gamlingay has a sprinkling of old
‘VR’, ‘GR’ and ‘ER’ post boxes, metal signs, and
one multi-fingered cross road sign (at the “Iron Church”)
remaining. These form local landmarks and must be retained via
conservation agencies to preserve British and Gamlingay history.

Street furniture guidelines
The streetscape needs a considered design approach, ideally
employing professional landscape designers where necessary.
The quantity of street furniture should be reduced and quality
improved.
Developers can assist by entering into early discussions with the agencies
responsible.
•

•
•

•
•
•

Shop and factory signs should be clear, well designed, not too large, and subdued.
Colour, size and style of lettering are important and the Parish Council and
Conservation Group should be consulted before installation
Old road and street signs should be maintained and new ones well designed to
match
Street furniture should suit its Gamlingay context; e.g. designs
of street lighting could renew local tradition of metalwork, instead
of the present concrete ‘pick and mix’ effect
Muted downlighting using white lighting rather than orange is
preferred
Private security lights should be muted and not form a hazard to
neighbours or road users
Seating, litter bins, bus shelters and other furniture should be
good quality or specially designed. These can enrich the
character and enjoyment of the village
and, if well designed, need not detract
from a rural setting
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9. TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Over the last few decades Gamlingay has been affected as much as the rest of the
world by the rapid increase in telecommunications. Most houses have a radio and/or
television aerial. The last twenty years have seen the proliferation of dish type aerial s
which receive signals from satellite transmitters in orbit, whilst telephone wires are now
largely buried as cables out of sight.
The latest manifestations of modern telecommunications are the masts which are being
erected in ever greater numbers to relay microwave signals for mobile telephones. Not
only is there the element of adverse visual impact but also the microwave transmiss ions
are believed by some to pose a health hazard.

Telecommunication guidelines
With increasing technical sophistication and
design it is possible for base stations to go
virtually undetected in both rural and urban
views.
•

•
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Individual householders should choose TV
dishes and aerials of minimum size and site
them unobtrusively
Agencies responsible for erecting microwave
transmitting masts, when arranging their ‘cell’
coverage, should take into account their visual
impact on Gamlingay’s conservation areas,
areas of best landscape, high density
population and topography

The Gamlingay Village Design Statement Group holds all relevant information and
designs, and they are willing to help and guide any future developer.
Gamlingay Village Design Group was formed by local residents following several open
meetings. The Group now seeks endorsement of the Village Design Statement by the
people of Gamlingay through a process of exhibitions and consultat ion. The Group
intends to continue to express the views of the village on design and development.
The Village Design Statement is intended
to be a practical tool capable of
influencing decisions affecting design
and development of the village, and
future progress in these areas will be
monitored.

References and further contacts:
The Gamlingay Conservation Area
Appraisal - South Cambridgeshire District
Council
Cottenham Village Design Statement

The Village Design reference collection
containing photos, maps, plans and other
historical documents can be consulted
via the Parish Council.

RSPB,
The Lodge,
Sandy,
Bedfordshire.

For further information contact:The Secretary,
Gamlingay Village Design Group
C/O Gamlingay Parish Council,
The Sir John Jacob’s Almshouse Chapel,
Church Street,
Gamlingay,
Sandy,
Beds. SG19 3JH

Archaeological Unit,
Shire Hall,
Cambridge, CB3 0AP.
Gamlingay Website:
www.gamlingay.org
Gamlingay Village Design Statement has
been produced with assistance from
Cottenham Village Design Statement
Group and South Cambridgeshire District
Council.
Text compilation by Sue Thorne
Computer graphics and preparation by
Roderick Starksfield
Drawings by Lindy Gorton
Frieze pictures used by permission of
M. Stubbert, 01234 709431

This Design Statement is dedicated to the memories of Peter Thatcher, chairman
and initiator, and Don Watson, a contributor they both died before the completion of
the document.
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